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Abstract: In a post-industrial world one of the foci of urbanism has been on the regeneration of
former industrial sites along urban rivers. This is a contemporary urban design issue that needs
further attention, especially in relation to urban forms and design interventions. This paper sets out
to contribute to research in design by reviewing past theories and practices in order to inform the
formation of conceptual ideas. These are of importance to inform practice and ensure responsive
and responsible processes in planning and design. Such a review has hitherto been lacking, but
with a renewed interest in urban densification, research in the design of cities is required. Thus, this
paper provides a critical assessment of theories, which are identified and categorised in relation to
urban riverside regeneration. For this study, urban design is considered as a craft requiring ‘savoir
faire’ to ensure the functionality and quality of urban spaces. Transferable principles and ideas are
identified in relation to the specific characteristics of riverside locations contributing to the definition
of a ‘riverside urbanity’. It provides a theoretical framework identifying types of riverside landscapes,
including the relationship between urban forms and river corridors.
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1. Introduction: Rivers and Urban Development
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Rivers have been instrumental in the location and development of vernacular towns
and cities. As industrial cities developed, rivers have often been forgotten, canalised, or
have even disappeared into culverts. However, with the departure of industries from city
centre locations, rivers have become cleaner, less smelly, and less unsightly. River corridors
are now valued as an amenity providing contact with nature and opportunities for leisure
activities. They play an important role in providing valuable ecosystem services through
potentially rich riverine ecosystems and their amenity values [1]. Consequently, vacant
former industrial sites in riverside locations are often at the heart of urban regeneration
projects [2–5]. The brownfield sites in riverside locations offer unique opportunities for new
mixed-use developments with strong identities and responding to the sustainable living
agenda. Water management in riverside locations has also become one of the main concerns
in relation to climate change with an increase in the number of dramatic flood events in
urban environments [6,7]. It is therefore timely to explore ideas on good practice related
to the planning and design of built forms in riverside locations. Urban river corridors are
often considered in isolation, detached from the built forms which surround them. The
majority of publications on urban rivers focus on the ecological values of the river corridors
or specific design projects on river embankments [8–12]. This paper argues that rivers in
cities have a much wider field of influence, well beyond the profile of the corridor and
the physical characteristics of riverbanks. The impact of rivers on urban forms will be
discussed and illustrated through the identification and review of references to rivers in
key texts related to urban design theories and practice.
This paper aims to contribute to research related to design to inform the decisionmaking process for the urban regeneration of riverside sites. Design practitioners need an
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evidence-based theoretical framework to inform design decision making processes and
address the complex issues related to environmental responsibilities and well-being [13].
The significance of the anthology of texts related to urbanism is its contribution to knowledge, reviewing key publications in the field of urbanism in order to identify transferable
ideas and principles specifically related to urban development along rivers. This is part of
ongoing doctoral research concerned with the regeneration of former industrial sites along
urban rivers in Northern Europe. The ideas and principles identified and categorised in this
paper related to urban riverside regeneration provide relevant information to influence the
generation of conceptual ideas and contribute to planning tools and reference documents.
This can be applied following models mentioned in the literature looking at the research
and design relationship as listed below [13] (p. 49):

•
•
•
•

Providing criteria to modify and test design proposals;
The development of generic principles to assess the quality and relevance of design
options;
Providing an intellectual framework underpinned by reliable evidence;
An understanding of relevant issues and problems related to specific site characteristics and uses.

2. Materials and Methods: Selection of Texts, Review and Analysis
The research undertaken relies on texts studying the evolution of city development as
well as texts written by urban designers putting forward design principles and guidance to
inform urban forms. The texts are selected for their significance to form a representative
sample of key ideas, principles and theories related to urbanism and urban design with
specific reference to urban rivers and riverside developments. This literature review
draws from Françoise Choay’s anthology on urbanism entitled l’ Urbanisme utopies et
realites [14]. In this book, she examines schools of thought and philosophies, exploring ideas
underpinning contemporary urbanism. The review adopts Choay’s definition of urbanism:
‘a reflective and critical discipline concerned with urban forms and their evolution; a
compilation of ideas’ [14] (pp. 8–9). It also adopts her proviso that the origin of urbanism
as a discipline dates from 1867 when Cerda coined the term urbanism in his Theoria
general de Urbanizacion (general theory of urbanism). Cerda formalised key urban design
principles following the rapid expansion of cities during the industrial revolution in Europe.
Principles related to hygiene and circulation in cities had been considered before, but Cerda
was the first to articulate the specificity of the new discipline. He referred to a structural
framework for the understanding of urban forms and the elaboration of urban plans,
drawing from the discipline of natural science with terms such as ‘classification’, ‘system’,
‘nucleus’ and ‘cells’ [15].
The list of texts consulted provides a representative sample of references related to the
field of urbanism post 1867 and covers texts in several European languages. The selection
relied on bibliographies in books and academic journal articles as well as specialised
literature reviews [16–22]. It also includes books listed in the ‘ideal library of urban design’
of the UK Urban Design Group. For this review, the texts consulted to identify specific
references to urban rivers and riverside sites concern all scales of interventions and all
geographical locations. The review searched for key words including river, riverside, water
and waterfront.
The publications consulted belong to different types of publications including:

•
•
•

Generic reference books on the history of urbanism, urban forms, city planning
and design;
Text and/or design proposals related to utopian concepts or cities by urbanists and/or
architects;
More specific principles/theories and practical guidance on the design of urban forms
written by a specific urbanist/designer.

Urbanism is influenced by sociopolitical and economic factors, and therefore, the texts
reviewed are a product of their time. For this reason, this study focuses primarily on spatial
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qualities and recommendations related to built forms and design practices. The literature
review identifies specific quotes related to rivers in urban environments but also draws
from visual illustrations of urban forms on riverside locations. As highlighted earlier,
the focus here is on identifying transferable principles rather than finding specific design
solutions. Contextual information including site specificity and character are essential
to urban design practices, but at the inception of the design process key principles and
guidance are required. All craftsmen learn and practice basic skills prior to the development
of their own craftsmanship. The review aims to contribute to knowledge and offers a range
of options to inform the decision-making process related to future urban regeneration of
sites near rivers.
Whenever possible, the principles and design options identified in the review are
translated visually. Relevant drawings included in the texts consulted have been redrawn.
The redrawing and visual interpretation of the references contributes to the analysis of the
data by increasing the comparative value of the material collected and enabling a deeper
understanding of the principles and guidance provided in the text [23]. The drawings
are in the form of sketches reminiscent of the pre-computer era of visual interpretation
particularly well illustrated by Le Corbusier (1946), Lynch (1961, 1981) and Alexander
(1977) [24–27].
3. Analysis, Review and Interpretation of the Data Collected
The themes identified during the review of the texts are concerned with the various
scales of intervention in urbanism referring to urban development and planning [28]. At
the planning level, the references deal with the river valley as a whole and the position of
towns and cities along rivers. The role played by rivers in the development of cities is also
considered. At the scale of the city, they relate to movement patterns, access to the river,
orientation and the arrangement of buildings as well as open space networks. While at
the scale of a specific riverside site, the references touch upon design principles including
streetscape, types and forms of open spaces as well as the profile of the river corridors.
3.1. River Valleys as a Setting for Settlement
Access to water is essential to human settlement and therefore river valleys have often
been favoured to establish settlements. Geddes’s river valley diagram, later reinterpreted
by the CIAM (Congress International d’Architecture Moderne), illustrates the interrelationship between cities, rivers and the valley [28,29] (Figure 1). This is mentioned in many
publications related to urbanism and takes many configurations [16,24,30,31]. Both Lynch
and Bakema put a river at the centre of their generic illustrations of city evolution [26,29]
(Figure 2). The settlements developed along and around rivers can be referred to as ‘river
towns’ or ‘river cities’ [19] (p. 39).

Figure 1. Valley sections based on Geddes ‘The Valley Section from Hills to Sea’ New [28] and the
reinterpretation of Geddes’ valley section in Smithson’s Team 10 primer [29] (p. 75).
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Figure 2. Generic illustration of city development in close relationship with a river based on drawings
in Bakema JB ‘Picture Story’ [29] (p. 23) and drawings in Lynch K ‘The City as a Story’ [26] (p. 328).

Long before Cerda coined the term urbanism, ancient texts associate rivers with urban
settlements (Figure 3). In ancient China, the description of the ideal location of cities trying
to optimise the positive energy of nature includes a river as a southern boundary with
the mountains protecting the north side [19,26,32]. The city of Babylon has the Euphrates
running through the middle of the walled city. Roman settlements were positioned near
rivers with their two main structural axes of circulation, cardo and decumanus, running
parallel and perpendicular to the river corridor [33]. The Law of the Indies, put in place by
the Spanish conquerors in South America during the 16th and 17th century also follows a
reticular model orientated in relation to the adjacent river [34]. These early examples of
towns and cities along rivers and early principles of urban forms influenced the discipline
of urbanism [15,16]. Cerda refers to paths, rivers, valleys, coast lines and the sea as the
main natural ways used as setting for ancient settlements and argues that they are at the
origin of all ‘urbe’ (urban settlements) [35] (p. 114).

Figure 3. Early settlements planned following regulatory planning principles and configuration in riverside location.

More generally, the favourable conditions for the setting of towns and cities are related
to access to natural resources but also the need to provide a system of defence. There is also
a need for trade, and this is linked to the ease of transport of goods and people [16,19,36,37].
Riverside locations contribute to all these requirements (Figure 4). In his pamphlet, The
Evolution of Cities ([1895] 1995) Elise Reclus makes specific reference to river valleys as a
prime location for cultivation and an ideal site for the first cities on ‘an artificial platform of
beaten earth raised well above the level of inundation’ [36] (p. 5). The preferred locations
being where torrents coming from the mountains widen and break in various branches
or the confluence of rivers offering greater protection and wider choices for navigation.
A deeper river and higher flow of water are often preferred with the settlements located
on the higher, drier bank and avoiding the ‘oozy’, more floodable side [36] (p. 14). The
easiest point of crossing the river is also a strategic setting for urban development of
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cities as argued by Poete in his Introduction à l’urbanisme (Introduction to urbanism) [38].
For him, the ideal setting should also include islands to facilitate the passage from one
side of the riverbank to the other. The junction of two main circulation routes, road and
river, is a favourable point for commercial activities and, therefore, successful settlements.
Another favourable geographical characteristic is the point where the estuary becomes less
influenced by the tide or where the river changes direction and forms an elbow [38] (p. 5).

Figure 4. Types of location of city in river valleys (Illustrations of representative French cities used as case studies; based on
Google maps).

The positive symbiosis of rivers and cities was compromised with the increase of urban
populations and the requisite industrial activities. The quality of the water in the urban
rivers became poorer to the point where they were considered as open sewers [3,5,39]. In
Cerda’s theory of urbanism, rivers are discussed as a commodity for economic prosperity
related to agriculture, commerce and industries and no longer an amenity for healthy
living [35]. During the industrial revolution, the cities turned their back on their rivers or
covered them. By the end of the 19th century, the water was no longer consumable and
urbanists talked about the need for filtering and purification treatments [40]. Urban rivers
were then often hidden, enclosed by buildings or buried, and their picturesqueness and
natural ecology was destroyed [39]. The subsequent decline of industries in Europe from
the 1980s onwards has offered an opportunity to reclaim riverside areas as an attractive
setting for new developments.
3.2. Rivers in Cities: Functionality and Aesthetics
Function and aesthetics are two drivers of design related practices including urbanism [41,42]. In the case of riverside locations, the functionalists see rivers mainly as
providing a free supply of water, a source of energy through the use of waterpower and
major transport arteries [43]. Robinson also acknowledges that rivers are essential to supply
power and for navigation, but he also considers the attractiveness of rivers referring to their
‘picturesqueness’ [37] (p. 5). This dual consideration provides the framework to identify
types and characteristics of riverside urban landscapes in the literature.
3.2.1. Functionality: Highway for Navigation and Waterpower
Navigation is a main function of those rivers deep enough to allow boats to circulate
and with a regular water flow. This is not specific to former industrial cities, however
the transport of goods and people intensified with the development of the industrial
activities and the increase in urban population [44]. This, and the added potential of
generating power by canalising and controlling water flow, make riverside locations ideal
for industries [3,37,39]. In many of the texts consulted, the cities illustrated—existing
or utopian—include large industrial areas along the river that are often downstream to
optimise transport connections and avoid spoiling the city centre with pollution, as in Tony
Garnier’s plan for the industrial city [45] or Tunnard’s City of Man [46] (Figure 5). The
concentration of industrial activities along rivers created specific urban river landscapes
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with the water being canalised and controlled to serve man-made functions. Robinson
positively describes river embankments dedicated to the arrival of goods and people as
follows: ‘On either side, throughout its city course, the river is lined with imposing walls of
masonry. Large stone platforms, connected with the street at intervals by steps and inclined
roadways, serve the needs of commerce; and above, the quays, bordered on the river side
by a handsome coping, afford a favourite promenade’ [37] (p. 11). This can be illustrated
with typical sections of quays and embankments representative of the configuration (with
variations) of many ‘river city’ centres (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Illustrations of proposed industries along rivers at the beginning of the 20th century.

Figure 6. Representative section of quays and embankment in industrial ‘river cities’ inspired by
Robinson’s description of ‘two level streets’ [47] (pp. 122–123).

When rivers are not, or only partly, navigable, engineering modifications were included to harness waterpower with runs, reservoirs, dams and weirs. These man-made
structures have irrevocably modified the river corridors and have dramatically affected the
natural habitat and appearance of urban rivers [48]. These functional interventions in river
corridors create a unique industrial river landscape heritage [49]. However once waterpower was replaced by more reliable sources of energy, the river was mainly used to extract
water for cooling purposes and became the outlet for wastewater, creating dead, unsightly
and dangerous water bodies, often hidden and ignored [40]. As early as 1953, Forshaw
and Abercombie proposed reclaiming former industrial riverside areas for mixed used
developments including residential areas with open space infrastructure by regrouping
industrial activities and freeing some of the land along the water [50] (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Regrouping riverside industrial activities to create open spaces and accommodate residential areas based on Forshaw and Abercombie’s drawing in Gibberd [50] (p. 6).

3.2.2. Aesthetics: Picturesqueness
Robinson sees ‘picturesqueness’ as an inherent value to the functionality of rivers for
urban development and stresses the attractiveness of riverside locations (1901). He talks
about ‘the value of vista in water-front treatment’, arguing that riverfront locations provide
a more monumental setting for buildings [47]. Saarinen celebrates the reflections of the
surrounding urban environment in the water: ‘reflecting parks and buildings in the watery
mirror’ [51] (p. 315). The picturesque movement championed by Sitte and Unwin considers
the planning of cities as an art form and promotes the use of ‘natural’ and irregular lines.
They believe that urbanism practices should be inspired by medieval towns and respond
to the characteristics of the site and the needs of the users rather than imposing contrived
geometrical shapes. They consider the river corridor as instrumental in the incremental
development of the urban environment, arguing that it should follow the linear flow of
the water and provide perpendicular access and vistas to bridges [52,53]. Sitte celebrates
water in cities as an essential element to break the monotony of the built environment and
argues that remarkable cities such as Paris, Budapest or Cologne cannot be dissociated
from their respective rivers [52] (p. 168). Lanchester mentions the importance of preserving
‘the characteristic qualities of waterside scenery,’ [54] (p. 347) while Saarinen refers to the
Isar in Munich as a binding element in the urban realm [50] (p. 315). For Cullen, urban
rivers should be an opportunity to create a unique living environment. He talks about
‘the creation of an atmosphere of ornamental gaiety, a distinctive riverside urbanity’ [55]
(p. 241). Cullen’s contrasting urban river landscape proposals along the Thames depict a
vibrant social life including ‘contact with the river, spaces for boats, watermen; it implies the
possibility of eating, drinking and smoking, talking within the frame of this atmosphere—
the social life’ [55] (p. 236) (Figure 8). The sections below categorise elements in the urban
fabric, which might contribute to the ‘riverside urbanity’ that Cullen mentioned, at different
scales of intervention, from strategies to details.
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Figure 8. Elements of riverside urbanity as proposed by Cullen for London South Bank and New
Marlow on the Thames [55] (pp. 236–241).

3.3. City Scale Strategies Realted to Urban Rivers
Rivers are part of the natural geographical constraints of a place and form a primary
infrastructure for urban developments. Alexander stresses the importance of treating
natural bodies of water in urban areas with respect, advocating the need to ‘always preserve
a belt of common land, immediately beside the water’ [27] (p. 137). River corridors cannot
be considered in isolation, they have an intimate relationship with the surrounding urban
forms and influence urban development patterns [39,56,57]. They are associated with the
genesis and evolution of the ‘macroforms’ of cities, including the main transport axes and
open space infrastructure [58] (Figure 9). Rivers form strong lines and have been referred
to as ‘undulating linear bands of public space between areas of streets and development
blocks’: a boundary between two different phases of development [55] (p. 256). They are
also referred to as an edge [25] or ‘urban void’ type of space [59] (p. 105); ‘the last remaining
paths where man may re-establish his right for access and enjoyment’ [39] (p. 20).

Figure 9. Example of types of urban patterns related to rivers.

3.3.1. Urban Layout and Rivers
The configuration of the river along which the city developed, has an impact on
the character of the settlement. For example, Poete describes a meander as a ‘passive
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form’ and a destination in contrast to a curvilinear riverbed, which is a more ‘active’ form
encouraging a more dynamic circulation pattern [38] (pp. 85–86). Lavedan proposes two
types of relationships between urban layout and rivers [60]. The first are “river cities”,
which are urban settlements where the river has a direct influence on urban development
with the layout following the river line. The second are ‘bridge cities’ where the urban
settlement is linked to an important crossing point with a street pattern dominated by an
axis perpendicular to the river [60] (pp. 39–41). The river city is the desired urban layout
when the river is too wide to cross easily while the bridge city is selected when a narrow
point of the river makes it easy to cross. The river city can be associated with the linear city
type as it has similarities with linear city development along important routes [26,35,46,58].
In a bridge city, the initial bridge becomes the anchor point, fixing future urban layout and
forms. This model offers the most variations with the street network developing different
patterns. This is linked to radiating layouts converging to the crossing point and also to the
orthogonal and rectilinear layouts also referred to as grid layouts [25,58]. A hybrid type
might develop when the centre of the development is related to multiple routes converging
to the settlement, the layout of the city then develops in a concentric pattern, which might
also be referred to as loop development around a nucleus in the form of a bridge or island.
Figure 10 attempts to present variations of types of circulation patterns and urban layouts
related to river cities and bridge cities illustrated through models of city forms described
in the literature and illustrated in drawings and models [17,19,26,33,46,58,61,62].

Figure 10. Different types of circulation patterns linked to rivers.

3.3.2. Blue and Green Infrastructure/Park System
As mentioned above, rivers form a linear barrier if they are wide or constitute a
void in the urban layout when both banks are developed. Whatever the configuration
of the built form, rivers are an integral part of the urban open space network. There is
consensus that low land and floodplains should remain free of buildings and hard surfaces
and should be dedicated to open spaces and parks [46,47,54,63]. The river edge should
be accessible at water level, higher level or both to provide inviting and comfortable
linear open spaces for circulation and leisure activities [26,27,37,64]. Olmsted, the father of
the park system movement, argued that land adjacent to rivers should be protected and
managed by public bodies. A public park system along rivers in urban environment would
address sanitary issues by providing air and sunlight while also mitigating flood risks [54]
(p. 343). Positioning parks along river corridors would also create an attractive setting for
the development of adjacent land. Forestier, in the context of the French legal planning
system, advocates the reclamation by compulsory purchase of land along urban rivers to
create public parks [63]. The idea of publicness and common land with free public access
and use along rivers is a recurrent theme in the literature [27,47,55,64–66]. Cullen goes
as far as proposing that the Thames Valley becomes a ‘linear National Park’ [55] (p. 241).
There are multiple variations in the configuration of blue and green infrastructure and park
systems in riverside locations. These different approaches can be associated to Lavedan’s
‘river city’ and ‘bridge city’ concepts mentioned earlier, but also to the contrasting generic
urban waterfront patterns proposed by Lynch [25] and Alexander [27] (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Generic principles of water edge developments and access to water.

Lynch considers the river as an edge linked to movement and built forms following
the water line. By contrast, Alexander promotes access to the water at right angles to the
river line with common land acting as a buffer zone between the dense urban environment
and the water. Lynch puts the emphasis on the positive visual impact of water suggesting
that the riverside should be seen by the many and therefore proposes a road following the
line of the water with a continuous line of buildings on the waterfront [25]. This concept
has similarities with Milutin’s proposal for Stalingrad, where the various elements of the
cities are organised in successive lines following the path of the water, but Milutin pushes
the road behind the line of buildings bordering the open space along the water [67]. On
the other hand, Alexander advises that ‘buildings to the water’s edge should only occur at
infrequent intervals,’ and that roads should be kept at least a mile away from the water [27]
(p. 137). This principle was also adopted by Cullen, who put forward a strong argument
to prohibit ‘ribbon’ development along rivers [55]. Le Corbusier and Bacon also favour
a non-continuous line of development along the river. They propose a series of public
planted open spaces perpendicular to the river line enabling views and access to the water.
These were to be manifest in the alignment of bridges. However, they also put forward
the need for continuous common amenity spaces following the water’s edge in order to
address the risks of flooding [24,68].
The risk of flooding is key to design considerations of riverside locations. Cerda
pointed out the destructive impact of big flood events in river valleys [35]. Tunnard argues
that building on floodplains was a costly mistake requiring huge investments to make
them safe [46] and McHarg recommends that floodable plains should be excluded from
consideration for development [69]. Therefore, the edge of the river in an urban context
needs to be considered carefully. The two contrasting approaches to river edges are ‘soft
’or ‘hard’. The ‘soft edge’ approach is favoured by many advising to reserve a strip of
land along the water to accommodate the unpredictable fluctuation of the water level and
provide open air facilities [27,54]. However, in former industrial cities and in dense city
centre locations where the river flow is controlled to mitigate flooding, provide power and
facilitate navigation, engineered ‘autocratic irrigation systems’ dominate [70] (p. 30). The
river is then canalised between hard edges. These consist of quays and embankments for
the circulation and loading of goods or passengers with no space for large linear continuous
‘river parks’ but often offering a promenade at the upper and/or lower level as illustrated
in Figure 6. Flood defence walls keep water within the artificial river channel. Examples of
sections of soft and hard river edges are illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Illustration of soft edge and hard edge type of river edges.

3.4. Open Spaces along the River: Design Strategies
3.4.1. Linear Open Spaces
Trancik provides a good summary of the generic characteristics of linear open spaces
along rivers. “[ . . . ] commonly related to major water features such as rivers [ . . . ] The
formal and informal greenways slice through districts, create edges, and link places [ . . . ]
Linear open spaces generally offer continuous greenery in contrast to the regular grid of
urban streets” [59] (pp. 105–106). This approach can be associated with the concept of the
‘River city’ with the line of water being the principal determinant to the urban layout. The
types and functions of these linear open spaces mentioned in the literature vary. Lynch,
following on with the ‘edge’ concept, coined the term of ‘river parks’, which could have
different characters related to the width of the linear open space. If large enough, it could
contain a major road (Rock Creek Park, Washington, DC, USA), or if narrow, it could take
the form of a pedestrianised promenade (Paseo del Rio, San Antonio, TX, USA) [26] (p. 437).
Alexander suggests that the paths should be accommodated along streams, which could
act as barriers to developments with only infrequent crossings. The main design principle
related to the concept of linear ‘River parks’ is the need for continuity in movement and in
the open spaces network. As mentioned above, the width might vary facilitating different
types of uses [27].
On a large planning scale, Hillberseimer, in his belt of city ‘aggregates’ along a river,
proposes a forested area along the river, ‘forming a natural recreation area for the settlements of the main belt’ [69] (p. 264). At the city scale, Richard Neutra, in his futuristic
‘rush city’, proposes a large linear ‘river park’ to accommodate flood risk bordered by low
density residential development in the form of houses with large gardens before proposing
dense urban forms with high rise buildings (Figure 11). Mawson favours a more ornate
approach in the form of public gardens while Wright’s proposals for his Broadacre city
include sports fields, music gardens, parks and market centres [65,66].
3.4.2. Urban Squares, Green Axis and Pocket Parks
Open space networks positioned at a right angle to, or radiating from, the line of
the water can be associated with the ‘bridge city’ concept, with urban layouts celebrating
the crossing of the river. These types of layouts are often associated with urban squares
acting as a threshold before entering the narrow crossing structure [54,60,61]. The use of
urban squares as a point of arrival from the bridge, optimising views of the river and a
strong node of circulation, is presented as good practice in contemporary urban design
manuals [71].
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Other urban layouts privilege the rectilinear approach with a gridiron pattern and
cellular growth. Bacon provides a good example of this type of layout for Savanah.
The numerous axes going to and from the river are interspersed with pocket parks [68]
(pp. 220–221). Other urban proposals focus on one main axis in the line of a main bridge.
The interlocking series of open spaces along one important axis of circulation structured
the urban layout, offering good views, breathing spaces and a legible access to the river.
Le Corbusier’s proposal to rebuild a nameless city bombed during the war is a good
example of this approach. The ‘heart of the city’ lay along the alignment of the main
bridge and has the form of a civic square with all the necessary public facilities [24] (p. 62).
For him, Piazza San Marco in Venice is the best example of an urban square providing
a convincing threshold between water and city. In contrast, Sitte uses the Zwinger in
Dresden to illustrate a plaza between monumental buildings forming an axis running
to the river [52] (p. 116). Another option for open spaces network along rivers is the
intermittent development freeing spaces for pocket parks along the water’s edge offering
visual amenity, fresh air, regular access to the river edge and recreational opportunities for
the surrounding mixed-use developments and residential areas. This is well-illustrated
by Forshaw and Abercombie’s proposal of ‘re-grouping’ mentioned before (Figure 7) [50]
(p. 211) or Hilberseimer’s ‘belt of city aggregates’ [69] (p. 264). The various types of open
spaces on riverside locations are summarised and illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Examples of options for open spaces on riverside locations.

3.4.3. Further Detailed Design Considerations
The need to provide landing places along the water is mentioned in several sources,
either as a monumental hard landscape intervention or in the form of floating piers [37,52].
Considering that the texts reviewed date from after the industrial revolution, references
discussing a more direct relationship of people and water in the form of swimming are
rare. However, in Le Corbusier’s drawing for a ‘functional settlement’, he proposes to dam
the river ‘to create a lake close to the city centre offering opportunities for swimming and
skating in winter’ [24] (p. 88).
In the literature consulted there is an emphasis on tree planting on riverside locations.
The character of the tree planting typologies varies. Hilberseimer’s ‘belt of city aggregates’
include a forested area along the river and in between urban forms [70]. This has similarities
with the large flood plain proposed by Neutra in his ‘rush city’ [72]. However, in this
case there is no specific reference to trees. Mawson refers to the ‘river avenue’ ‘to give
added beauty to the river banks by the formation into a public garden,’ [65] (p. 294) while
Robinson celebrates the Victoria Embankment in London for ‘its gardens and rows of trees
providing a park like appearance that bestows an almost holiday character’ [37] (p. 11).
4. Discussion
This review demonstrates that rivers are key to the location of towns and cities and
to urban development. Reviewing key texts on urbanism, with a focus on urban rivers,
provides a new insight in planning and design guidance for riverside developments. The
references selected are extensive and enable the identification of relevant planning and
design ideas. They are principles and strategies that relate specifically to urban riverside
layouts, which can be summarised through their types of approaches and interventions.
This can inform future riverside development, contributing to the potentially unique
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character defined as ‘riverside urbanity’. The aim of the review is to inform conceptual
ideas, not specific design interventions, therefore, the summary table below focuses on the
dominant types of interventions with dominant resulting types of open spaces and green
infrastructure. Variations on these types are multiple and would relate to the specificity of
the place (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Summary table of principles and types of interventions related to ‘Riverside Urbanity’.

These transferable principles and types of interventions provide a theoretical framework to inform planning and design decisions. The ‘river city’ and ‘bridge city’ concepts
provide a clear distinction between the two types of relationship between the river, the
surrounding infrastructure and adjacent urban forms. The celebration of the linearity of the
river, or the emphasis on the crossing point. This can contribute to a better understanding
of the unique character of a riverside location and its surrounding to inform new urban
forms. The ‘river city’ type puts more emphasis on the water edge and on promoting
continuous built forms along the river. The ‘bridge city’ types emphasise the importance
of getting to the river with multiple points of access in between blocks of buildings. This
approach moves away from the idea of the river corridor and favours a wider impact of
the river on the surrounding urban environment. In the texts consulted, the references
to urban rivers are closely associated with green and blue infrastructure. The principles
identified in the study can inform the choice of types of open spaces along rivers. The
consensus is that ’riverside urbanity’ implies a physical and visual connection with the
river accessible to all with reference to a ‘common land’ along the river. The ‘soft edge’
approach favours the idea of ‘river parks’: a continuous open space also refered to as ‘void’
in the dense urban fabric following the river corridor. This implies preserving or reclaiming
the natural flood plain and pushing the built forms away from the river. The ‘hard edge’
approach is more common in former industrial cities where the buildings are close to the
river. Quays, embankments and promenades can provide the linear continuity of open
spaces along the river, but it remains narrow and dominated by hard surfaces. In this
case, new developments offer an opportunity to create open spaces in the form of ‘pocket
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parks’ by regrouping new buildings. In compact cities with high density of buildings, these
pocket-size open spaces might take the form of urban squares close to the river or linear
axis through the urban fabric, leading to the river. The link between rivers and open spaces
is essential in addressing flood prevention and contributes to the creation of settings for
high quality new housing developments.
The discipline of urbanism was born from the necessity to provide more formal organisation to ensure functional and comfortable living conditions in rapidly developing cities.
Faced with the current rapid increase of urban population and contemporary challenges
related to the sustainable living agenda and climate change, urban planning and design can
only benefit from underpinning principles to inform practices. The concepts and principles
identified and illustrated in this paper derived from the literature related to urbanism can
provide some grounding to inform future urban strategies for the regeneration of former
industrial sites in riverside locations. Further research might include the exploration of
the potential characteristics of the ‘common land’ along river or linear riverside open
spaces and surrounding urban forms. The identification of key indicators to assess the
performance of urban forms and open spaces strategy in riverside locations to integrate
water flow as part of the urban design dynamics. This will enable the analysis of existing
projects by illustrating good practices and enabling a refinement and development of the
key planning and design principles identified in this paper.
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